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SAP Business ONE ImplementationPackt Publishing, 2009
SAP Business ONE brings the power of the SAP ERP platform to small and mid-size companies. It offers fast-growing companies the same ERP capabilities used in world-wide conglomerates and major corporations. SAP Business ONE is powerful, and to fully harness it takes careful planning.
This book will provide you with a guide to install and...
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Arduino and LEGO ProjectsApress, 2013

	We all know how awesome LEGO is, and more and more people are discovering how many amazing things you can do with Arduino. In Arduino and LEGO Projects, Jon Lazar shows you how to combine two of the coolest things on the planet to make fun gadgets like a Magic Lantern RF reader, a sensor-enabled LEGO music box, and even an...
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Premiere Elements 8: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2009
Whether you're aiming for YouTube videos or Hollywood-style epics, you need what Premiere Elements can't provide: crystal-clear guidance and real world know-how. 

This Missing Manual delivers. Packed with great ideas on how to spiff up your footage, this book helps you avoid the dreaded Help! I Never Do Anything With My Video...
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iMovie HD 6 and iDVD 6 for Mac OS X (Visual QuickStart Guide)Peachpit Press, 2006
Need to learn iMovie HD 6 and iDVD 6 fast? Try a Visual QuickStart!   This best-selling reference's visual format and step-by-step, task-based instructions will have you up and running with these great iLife applications in no time. Best-selling author and iLife expert Jeff Carlson uses crystal-clear instructions, full-color illustrations, ...
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Access 2010: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2010

	
		Go from Access novice to true master with the professional database design tips and crystal-clear explanations in this book. You'll learn all the secrets of this powerful database program so you can use your data in creative ways -- from creating product catalogs and publishing information online to producing invoices and...
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User-Centered Agile Methods (Synthesis Lectures on Human-Centered Informatics)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2010


	Agile methods have transformed how developers think about organizing the development of a

	project. Rather than months (or years) of development, followed by months of field test leading

	up to a release, agile methods organize development into short iterations with continuous testing

	and a flexible release date. The agile approach...
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Sams Teach Yourself Crystal Reports 9 in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2002
Sams Teach Yourself Crystal Reports X in 24 Hours will guide the Crystal Reports users through conceptual topics, such as understanding data sources, to creating simple reports using the provided report wizards to custom reporting creation, modification and design techniques.  This book will cover the latest version of Crystal Reports.  The...
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A Course in Computational Number Theory (Key Curriculum Press)John Wiley & Sons, 2008

	A Course in Computational Number Theory uses the computer as a tool for motivation and explanation. The book is designed for the reader to quickly access a computer and begin doing personal experiments with the patterns of the integers. It presents and explains many of the fastest algorithms for working with integers. Traditional topics are...
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Real Options Analysis Course : Business Cases and Software ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Praise for Real Options Analysis Course
"Dr. Mun’s latest book is a logical extension of the theory and application presented in Real Options Analysis. More specifically, the Real Options Analysis Course presents numerous real options examples and provides the reader with step-by-step problem-solving techniques. After having read the...
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MEMS-based Circuits and Systems for Wireless Communication (Integrated Circuits and Systems)Springer, 2012

	Over many years, RF-MEMS have been a hot topic in research at the technology

	and device level. In particular, various kinds of mechanical Si-MEMS resonators

	and piezoelectric BAW (bulk acoustic wave) resonators have been developed. The

	BAW technology has made its way to commercial products for passive RF filters,

	in particular...
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Mac OS X Leopard: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2007
With Leopard, Apple has unleashed the greatest version of Mac OS X yet, and David Pogue is back with another meticulous Missing Manual to cover the operating system with a wealth of detail. The new Mac OS X 10.5, better known as Leopard, is faster than its predecessors, but nothing's too fast for Pogue and this Missing Manual. It's just one of...
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Microsoft Azure: Enterprise Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2010

	This fast-paced guide enables developers to design and build Enterprise applications for the cloud. You will find it easy to follow this book, as the authors use an actual online portal application for the case study. Throughout the development of the sample application there is discussion of important considerations for moving an application...
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